Educating for Global Citizenship Through Children's Art

Art created by their peers in developing countries makes a powerful impression on American kids and teaches them how similar their lives really are.

"We play this game during moonlight. We join hands and move round and round singing Alata-lata, alata-lata ghamuliata, Alata-lata-lata ghamuliata. At the end of the song everybody should remain still. Anyone who moves loses the game. This is continued until only one person remains as the winner." This picture and caption, by Kambia Conteh of Sierra Leone, were created in response to the "How Do You Have Fun?" theme of "See Me, Share My World."
The artwork, photographs, and charts introduce American children to their peers in Colombia, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Sierra Leone, and Thailand.

At the start of the "See Me, Share My World" teaching unit, most of the 4th graders at Calcutt had never heard of Sierra Leone. They could neither pronounce the name correctly nor locate this small country on a map, even though several children in their school had recently emigrated from West Africa. But, after two weeks of viewing and discussing the colorful drawings created by their peers in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the students not only could place Sierra Leone on a map, they knew much about the daily lives of children there—and in five other developing countries—their foods, schooling, health, work, and play. Many students were surprised to find out that three-fourths of the world's people live in developing countries.

In response to teachers' enthusiasm and recommendations from a pilot evaluation study, PLAN International USA is now disseminating a packaged version of the "See Me, Share My World" program. The new version includes 16 placemat-size laminated prints of the best color artwork and black-and-white photographs from the pilot exhibit, a comprehensive teacher guide with 48 reproducible activity sheets, and a teacher training videotape. The exhibit of children's original artwork is also available for rental to schools, libraries, and community organizations.

The Daily Life of a Child
"See Me, Share My World" centers around a vibrant collection of drawings and paintings combined with documentary photographs and charts to create a composite portrait of daily life in economically disadvantaged areas in developing countries. The artwork, photographs, and charts introduce American children to their peers in Colombia, Honduras, India, Indonesia, Sierra Leone, and Thailand. The unit is designed to be adaptable to different grade level requirements in grades 3–6 and to students of varied abilities and interests.

Under the umbrella topic "the daily life of a child," the curriculum addresses six universal themes, introduced by motivating questions that provide a focus for viewing and dis-
"My family earns money by selling balloons. My father has gone to the market to buy balloons. A man is selling toys on a hand driven cart and there is a beggar on the street. The shops are open and people are coming to shop.

"My father has returned to the house with the balloons he bought. My family lives in a small room (10' x 8'). The plaster of the walls has fallen at many places. I help put air in the balloons and my father knots them to make fancy shapes. My mother is making dolls to sell. My little brother is waving goodbye as my father goes to work.

"My father is selling balloons in the community. The children want to buy the balloons. A child is begging his father for a balloon as a few of the others are watching from their houses.

"It is evening. My father has sold all the balloons. He used the money to buy vegetables for our family's dinner.

"See Me, Share My World" creates a composite portrait of daily life in economically disadvantaged areas in developing countries.
Viewing the Artwork
The starting point for the teaching unit is to present the children's artwork and elicit students' reactions to the drawings. In these discussions, teachers should take care, as one teacher explained, "not to dwell on facts. This whole project is about feelings from original an and should be fun." Open-ended questions—Which picture do you like best? What do you see? How does it make you feel?—encourage creative and original thinking. Children see different things depending on their own background and experience. There is no one 'correct' answer.

When they first see the artwork, many students are surprised. Often the pictures force them to reexamine their television-inspired preconceptions about a country or its people, as illustrated by remarks such as these: "I used to think it was all death and sorrow, but it isn't" ... "Even though the kids are poor, they have just as good talents" ... "They are not as different from me as I thought."

Teachers follow up with the sequenced lessons in the teacher's guide, using "hands-on prints" of the children's art and a variety of learning activities. For example, in an introductory activity called "World in a Room," students simulate the distribution of population and wealth in the world by dividing their classroom into world regions and distributing people and pennies proportionately. The "how do you have fun?" section of the teacher's guide provides suggestions for how students can create their own artwork and recreate games and toys used by children in different developing countries.

Activity sheets include maps, charts, reference tables, photographs, and art reproductions. Ten class periods provide adequate time to introduce the unit and spend one or two periods on each of the six thematic sections, although some teachers have extended the "See Me, Share My World" teaching unit throughout the entire year.

Extending Learning
The lessons provide an excellent opportunity to integrate geography, social studies, mathematics, language arts, art, music, and health. "It's more than just visuals," says Gloria Monte, a 6th grade teacher at Meadowbrook Farms School in East Greenwich; "it lends itself to great flexibility in incorporating content and higher-order thinking skills into all areas of the curriculum" (see fig. 1).

For example, Lois Hamel and Denise Garvey, the 4th grade teachers at Calculi Middle School, were able to meet their health education requirements by discussing staple foods, nutrition, and diets in developing countries. As part of a science and math class, Al Menard, a 4th grade teacher at East Woonsocket Elementary School, experimented with different measurements to mix ORT (Oral Rehydration Therapy—a drink of water, salt, and sugar used in developing countries to treat dehydration). "We tried measuring with grams and liters and found different ways to measure with handfuls and bottle caps."

The Magic of Art
Evaluation, based on unit goals, comes from a variety of sources: paper-and-pencil tests administered before and after the unit, student projects and portfolios, classroom observations, and teacher surveys and interviews.
These dynamic visual images tap children's natural responsiveness, touching both their hearts and their minds.

Preliminary analysis of the pre- and post-tests from two Cranston schools shows that before the program most of the students thought Third World children were very different and disconnected from themselves. After the program students saw more similarities and connections between themselves and their Third World peers. And they began to reconsider their own personal habits and actions. “Now I think when I leave the faucet running” and “We shouldn’t waste our resources” were comments from students who started to question practices in their own culture.

Although fundraising and sponsorship are not program objectives, students at more than one-third of the pilot schools have committed themselves to some kind of social action. For example, each month 6th graders at Providence Street School in West Warwick bring $1.50 to class. Half pays for a “Third World lunch” of chili, rice, or beans. The other half goes to Amidu Sesay, the child in Sierra Leone they sponsor through PLAN International USA’s Childreach Sponsorship program. Fifth graders at Wheeler School in Providence offered to do extra work at home and saved up their allowances to sponsor a child. Students at Norwood Avenue School in Cranston collected canned goods, books, and clothing for needy families in Cranston. In addition, the 3rd graders at Cranston organized a “goodie” store and voted to send the $120 they earned to Sierra Leone.

Students from five pilot schools testified at the Rhode Island General Assembly in support of ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Each school developed its own “Kids’ Bill of Rights.” Students from Providence School collected more than 200 signatures from classmates to demonstrate their support of the convention to Rhode Island legislators.

“See Me, Share My World!” is powerful and effective. The drawings and paintings of children in faraway places immediately appeal to American students of all ability levels and backgrounds. These dynamic visual images tap children’s natural responsiveness, touching both their hearts and their minds. And it is this engagement of heart and mind that leads them to empathy, caring, and social action—and prepares them to assume the role of global citizens when they grow up.

PLAN International USA (formerly Foster Parents Plan) is part of a worldwide humanitarian organization linking caring sponsors with needy children and their families overseas. Founded in 1957, PLAN is nonprofit, nonsectarian, and nonpartisan.

Through its Childreach Sponsorship program, PLAN International USA combines proven tailor-made assistance with complete sponsor accountability and personal communications to help families lift themselves out of poverty. PLAN’s development programs are helping 600,000 children and families in 25 countries of Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean. Programs overseas are supported by global education and child rights advocacy in the United States.

PLAN International USA offers Kids Teach activities about developing countries to U.S. schools that sponsor children. Selected schools also participate in the World Citizen School Sponsorship Program.

The objectives of the pilot evaluation were to determine major patterns, themes, and issues of the project’s impact on students and teachers; assess the effectiveness of specific project components; and make recommendations for replication of the project nationally. In the study, children’s art emerges as a critical tool for learning important concepts and skills. A full report, including scholars’ reviews, is available upon request from PLAN International USA.

Since the pilot phase of the project, more than 100 schools outside Rhode Island—from New Jersey to California—have introduced the new revised teaching unit as part of social studies, language arts, and art curriculums. The exhibit has toured 32 Rhode Island and Massachusetts schools in addition to two libraries and one museum. Children’s Television Workshop has animated six of the artworks for Sesame Street’s yearlong program focus on world cultures.

Meg Little Warren is Project Manager of “See Me, Share My World: Understanding the Third World through Children’s Art.” PLAN International USA, 155 Plan Way, Warwick, RI 02886.

Global Villages

The goals of foreign language proficiency and international understanding go hand-in-hand at Concordia Language Villages in Minnesota, where summer immersion experiences have drawn youths for 30 years. This summer, more than 5,000 students ages 7–18 are expected to enroll in one-week, two-week, and four-week immersion programs in German, French, Spanish, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, Finnish, Chinese, Japanese, and Russian. The language villages, located at separate lakeside facilities in northern and central Minnesota, aim to simulate a visit to a foreign country in every respect: language, customs, culture, crafts, song and dance, architecture, and food. Authenticity is ensured by native staff members. Programs are offered at every proficiency level and include high school credit sessions as well as programs that combine social studies with language. Summer programs abroad for students are also available, and teachers of French, German, and Spanish may enroll in teacher seminars for graduate credit.

Programs are offered from early June through late August, and spaces are filled on a first-come, first-served basis. Sponsored by Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota, the Concordia Language Villages may be reached at 800-222-4750 outside Minnesota and 800-247-1044 inside Minnesota.